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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES 
COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

DECLAMATION OF MARIA I. BOLDYREVA ' 
REGARDING CONFIDENTIALITY OF CERTAIN DATA

I, Maria I. Boldyreva, do declare as follows:

1, I am an Origination Advisor in the Electric & Fuel Procurement

Department for San Diego Gas & Electric Company (“SDG&E”). I have reviewed the

following materials being provided to the CPUC regarding SDG&E’s 2013 IPS Shortlist

Report (“2013 KPS Shortlist”):

• 2013 RPS RFC LCBF and Solicitation Overview (Attachment C);

• 2013 RPS RFO Solicitation Worksheet, excel spreadsheet titled “SDG&E

2013 RPS RFO Worksheetxlsx”(Attachment D);

• 2013 RPS RFO Solicitation - Independent Evaluator (IE) Report

(Attachment F),

In addition, I am personally familiar with the facts and representations in this Declaration

and, if called upon to testify, I could and would testify to the following based upon my 

personal knowledge and/or belief. •

2. I hereby provide this Declaration in accordance with D.06-06-06617 and •

D.08-04-023 to demonstrate that the confidential information (“Protected Information”)

provided in the 2013 RPS Shortlist submitted concurrently herewith (described below)

falls within the scope of data protected as confidential pursuant to the IOU Matrix

y As amended by D.G7-05-032.
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attached to the Commission’s confidentiality decision, D.G6-06-066 (the “IOU Matrix”) 

and/or under relevant statutory provisions.- ■

3. In D.06-06-066, the Commission adopted rules governing confidentiality

of certain categories of electric procurement data submitted to the Commission by

investor owned utilities (“lOUs”) and energy service providers (“ESPs”). The

Commission established two matrices - one applicable to lOUs, the other to ESPs -

setting forth categories and sub-categories of data and providing a confidentiality 

designation for each.2/

4. To the extent information matches a Matrix category, it is entitled to the

protection the Matrix provides for that category of information. In addition, the

Commission has made clear that information must be protected where “it matches a

Matrix category exactly... or consists of information from which that information may

be easily derived.”4' In order to claim the protection afforded by the relevant Matrix, the

party seeking confidential treatment must establish:

1) That the material it is submitting constitutes a particular type of 
data listed in the Matrix,

2) Which category or categories in the Matrix the data correspond
to,

v The Matrix is derived from the statutory protections extended to non-public market sensitive and trade 
secret information. (See D.06-06-066, mimeo, note 1, Ordering Paragraph 1). The Commission is 
obligated to act in a manner consistent with applicable law. The analysis of protection afforded under 
the Matrix must always produce a result that is consistent with the relevant underlying statutes; if 
information is eligible for statutory protection, it must be protected under the Matrix. (See Southern 
California Edison Co. v. Public Utilities Comm. 2000 Cal. App. LEXIS 995, *38-39) Thus, by 
claiming applicability of the Matrix, SDG&E relies upon and simultaneously claims the protection of 
applicable statutory provisions including, but not limited to, Public Utilities Code §§ 454.5(g) and 583, 
Govt. Code § 6254(k) and General Order 66-C.

31 See, D.06-06-066, as amended by D.G7-05-Q32, mimeo, Appendices 1 and 2. 
v See, Administrative Law Judge‘s Ruling on San Diego Gas & Electric Company‘s April 3, 2007 

Motion to File Data Under Seal, issued May 4,2007 in R.06-05-027, p. 2 (emphasis added).

2
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3) That it is complying with the limitations on confidentiality 
specified in the Matrix for that type of data,

4) That the information is not already public, and *
5) That the data cannot be aggregated, redacted, summarized, 

masked or otherwise protected in a way that allows partial 
disclosure.^

SDG&E’s Protected Information: The Protected Information, consisting5.

of the information described below, is protected pursuant to the following Matrix

categories:

2013 RPS Shortlist Report

Matrix Category Period of ConfidentiallyDescription of Data
Score sheets, analyses, evaluations of 
proposed PRS Projects confidential for 
three years.

VII.HAttachment C
2013 RPS RFOLCBF and 
Solicitation Overview,
Section 1: “LCBFand 
Shortlisting Process Overview: 
10U Description of RPS Offer 
Evaluation and Selection 
Criteria and Process”.

• Section HIE

2013 RPS RFO LCBFand 
Solicitation Overview, Section 
2: “Solicitation Overview”.

• Section IV. 1 and 2; 6 b 
_____ through d______ '

Raw Bid Data - Always confidential.VIII.AAttachment C
2013 RPS RFO LCBFand 
Solicitation Overview,
Section 1: “LCBFand 
Shortlisting Process Overview: 
IOU Description of RPS Offer 
Evaluation and Selection 
Criteria and Process 

• Section DOLE

Summaries of bids total MW, MWH, 
technology types, etc) are confidential until 
final contracts are submitted to CPUC for 
approval.

s D.06-06-066, as amended by D.07-G5-032, mimeo, p. 81, Ordering Paragraph 2.

3
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2013 RPSRFOLCBF and 
Solicitation Overview, Section 
2: “Solicitation Overview”.

• Section IV. 1 and 2; 6 b 
through d__________

Confidential for three years after winning 
bidders selected.

Attachment C
2013 RPS RFO LCBF and 
Solicitation Overview,
Section 1: “LCBF and 
Shortlisting Process Overview: 
LOU Description ofRPS Offer 
Evaluation and Selection 
Criteria and Process”.

VIII.B

• Section IILE

2013 RPS RFO LCBF and 
Solicitation Overview, Section 
2: “Solicitation Overview

• Section IV. 1 and 2; 6 b 
through d

Attachment D
2013 RPS RFO Solicitation 
Worksheet, excel spreadsheet 
titled “SDG&E 2013 RPS RFO 
Worksheet.xlsx”.

VII.H Score sheets, analyses, evaluations of 
proposed PRS Projects confidential for > 
three years.

Attachment D
2013 RPS RFO Solicitation • 
Worksheet, excel spreadsheet 
titled “SDG&E 2013 RPS RFO 
Worksheet.xlsx”.
Bid Information including, but 
not limited to:
- Bidder and Project Name
- Quantities (MW, MWH)
- Levelized bid prices
- Start date
- Term
- Technology
- Capacity factor
- RPS Percentage

VIII.A Raw Bid Data - Always confidential.

Summaries of bids total MW, MWH, 
technology types, etc) are confidential until 
final contracts are submitted to CPUC for 
approval.

Confidential for three years after winning 
bidders selected.

Attachment D
2013 RPS RFO Solicitation 
Worksheet, excel spreadsheet 
titled “SDG&E 2013 RPS RFO 
Worksheet.xlsx ”.

VIII.B

4
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Least-Cost Best-Fit Elements 
including, but not limited to:
- Shortlisting and Rejecting 

Rational (“Why”, “Why 
Not”)

- LCBF Rank
- TOD Adjustment Adder
- TRCR Adder
- RA Capacity Credit
- Congestion Adder
- Bid Ranking Price '
- Viability Scores

Raw Bid Data-Always confidential.VIII.AAttachment F
2013 RPS RFO Solicitation - 
Independent Evaluator (IE) 
Report

Summaries of bids total MW, MWH, 
technology types, etc) are confidential until 
final contracts are submitted to CPUC for 
approval.

• Paragraph 1.1
• Paragraph 3.3 and 

Figure 3-1
• Paragraph 4.3.4; Figure 

4-1 and 4-2
• Paragraph 5.3
• Paragraph 5.7
• Paragraph 5.8.2
• Section 6: Paragraph 

6.1; Table 6-1; 
Paragraph 6.3

Confidential for three years after winning 
bidders selected.

Attachment F
2013 RPS RFO Solicitation -

V1II.B

Independent Evaluator (IE) 
Report

• Paragraph 1.1
• Paragraph 3.3 and 

Figure 3-1
• Paragraph 4.3.4; Figure 

4-1 and 4-2
• Paragraph 5.3 

' • Paragraph 5.7
• Paragraph 5.8.2

• • Section 6: Paragraph
• 6.1; Table 6-1;
Paragraph 6.3

5
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The Commission previously considered and approved application of IOU6.

Matrix confidentiality protection to project development status data in its Administrative

Law Judge’s Ruling Granting San Diego Gas & Electric Company’s May 21, 2007 

Amendment to April 3, 2007 Motion and May 22, 2007 Amendment to August 1, 2006 

Motion, issued June 28,2007 in R.06-05-027.

7. SDG&E intends to comply with the limitations on confidentiality

specified in the Matrix for the type of data that is provided herewith.

8. 1 am not aware of any instance of public disclosure of the Protected

Information.

9. The Protected Information cannot be provided in a form that is further

aggregated, redacted, or summarized and still provide the level of detail requested and

expected by the Energy Division.

10. As an alternative basis for requesting confidential treatment, SDG&E

submits that the project status information provided in the 2013 RPS Shortlist is material,

market sensitive, electric procurement-related information protected under§§ 454.5(g)

and 583, as well as trade secret information protected under Govt. Code § 6254(k), and

that the disclosure of this information would place SDG&E at an unfair business 

disadvantage, thus triggering the protection of G.O. 66-C.®

11. Public Utilities Code § 454.5(g) provides:

The commission shall adopt appropriate procedures to ensure the 
confidentiality of any market sensitive information submitted in an

v This argument is offered in the alternative, not as a supplement to the claim that the data is protected 
under the IOU Matrix. California law supports the offering of arguments in the alternative. See, 
Brandolino v. Lindsay, 269 Cal. App. 2d 319,324 (1969) (concluding that a plaintiff may plead 
inconsistent, mutually exclusive remedies, such as breach of contract and specific performance, in the 
same complaint); Tanforan v. Tanforan, 173 Cal. 270,274 (1916) ("Since... inconsistent causes of 
action may be pleaded, it is not proper for the judge to force upon the plaintiff an election between 
those causes which he has a right to plead.”)

6
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electrical corporation’s proposed procurement plan or resulting from or
related to its approved procurement plan, including, but not limited to, 
proposed or executed power purchase agreements, data request responses, 
or consultant reports, or any combination, provided that the Office of 
Ratepayer Advocates and other consumer groups that are nonmarket 
participants shall be provided access to this information under 
confidentiality procedures authorized by the commission.

12. General Order 66-C protects “[r]eports, records and information requested

or required by the Commission which, if revealed, would place the regulated company at

an unfair business disadvantage.”

13. Under the Public Records Act, Govt. Code § 6254(k), records subject to 

the privileges established in the Evidence Code are not required to be disclosed.11 

Evidence Code § 1060 provides a privilege for trade secrets, which Civil Code § 3426.1

defines, in pertinent part, as information that derives independent economic value from

not being generally known to the public or to other persons who could obtain value from

its disclosure.

14. Public Utilities Code § 583 establishes a right to confidential treatment of 

information otherwise protected by law.^

15. If disclosed, the Protected Information could provide parties with whom

SDG&E is currently negotiating insight into SDG&E’s procurement options, which

would unfairly undermine SDG&E’s negotiation position and could ultimately result in

increased cost to ratepayers. In addition, if developers mistakenly perceive that SDG&E

is not committed to assisting their projects, disclosure of the Protected Information could

act as a disincentive to developers. Accordingly, pursuant to P.U. Code § 583, SDG&E

11 See also Govt. Code § 6254.7(d).
4/ See, D.06-06-066, mimeo, pp. 26-28.

7
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seeks confidential treatment of this data, which falls within the scope ofP.U. Code §

454.5(g), Evidence Code § 1060 and General Order 66-C.

16. In accordance with the statutory provisions described herein, SDG&E

hereby requests that the information set forth in the 2013 RPS Shortlist be protected from

public disclosure.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the

foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Executed this 18th day of April, 2014, at San Diego, California.

/M^ria I. Boktyrev
/ Griginatjpi/Aclviso

a

8
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(1). LCBF and Shortlisting Process Overview: IOU Description of RPS Offer 
Evaluation and Selection Criteria and Process

I. Introduction
A. Note relevant language in statute and CPUC decisions approving LCBF 

process and requiring LCBF Reports
in accordance with Section 399 ' 1 i Rd:> of the Public Utilities Code, the 
Commission established in -i - -csss for evaluating "least-cost, best- 

[vi 11 > ■ s b '< - chance withfit” ("LCBF") renewable 
Renewable Portfolio Stand i > 3") progn - > i fi a lents. in D.06-05-039
the Commission observed that Cl 1 i eject evaluation and selection process 
within the LCBF framework cannot ultimately be reduced to mathematical 
models and rules that totally ei ' m he the use of judgment.'’1 it determined that 
each investor-owned utility lw . > should provide an explanation of its 
“evaluation and selection mode!, its process, and its decision rationale with 
respect to each bw, b hb selected and rejected," in the form of a report to be 
submitted with its shw . Ct of bids (the “LCBF Report"), 
in o "wMnce with the Califorr < * i blic Utility 1 * i n i >i i * v 
“Cornrnission”) Decision ConditionaiI 
Standard Procu

A p-pppC j p

n teg r 
3-114 
Cnte

u
issued on Nove 
C8DG&E”) fib 
independent ! 
Ordering Para- 
i i '[ 1 ' ;3G , 
Letter filing w-

D
St

B. Describe goals of lOU’s offer evaluation and selection criteria and 
processes

1. Provide the procurement target (“need”) for this solicitation (e.g. 1,500 
GWh)

i d > I >,n, SDG&E makes procurement decisions based 
-adjusted RPS position forecast (referred to as its “RPS Position'’) 
^8 comp liar - i "i >\ aments, the result of which is its probability- 
urernent need or Renev 
}S Position, SDG&E assic

Net Shtu > !FG).
probability of success, following a 
the expected deliveries for each

In order to

D.06-05-039, mimeo, p. 42.

2v.02/19/2014
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project in its portfolio2 and then adds the risk-adjusted expected deliveries across 
all projects in its entire ; portfolio. Probabilities are used because renewable 
projects and their deliveries are exposed to multiple risks and the flexible 
a*' p <. snee mechanisms that allowed for borrowing front fu i i pi cm rnent 
have been iwui ated by recant legislation.2 These risks include approval risks 
fee/., Commission approval and the tinting of it), development risks (e.g., 
permitting, financing, or transmission inter-connection), delivery risks (e.g., 
generation fluctuatioi w 'en the variant-intermittent no i i rf some renewable 
resources, or operational challenges), or other ri 
transmission infrastructure cor > v>i toagren - i 
■ -■ cession i « lance,4 SDG&E assumes th - 1 
its Renewable Auction Mechanism 11 n ■ * 
are successfully procured and developed.

11 in HI/ /-v or

's RPS Position is short of the RF i ,mi tments, SDG&E 
diliana! resources, if the RPS Position is long compared to 
)G&E will consider opportunities to bank or sell surplus 
? 1" '-ortfolio management strategy involves identifying 
managing them in a manner that is reasonable and cost-

mined that i- ■< ’i ot have an 
d, but that it would conduct a 
n January 2020 at the earliest in 

meant that projects vv- c 1 < w 
i w change) during the course 

i i ward with negotiations only 
itation.

ator

2 For purposes of determining its RPS Position, SDG&E considers its portfolio to include all executed contracts until 
contract expiration (e.g. it does not assume expiring contracts will be renewed and excludes contracts under-negotiation 
unless indicated otherwise) and investment and UOG projects where relevant progress has been made.
3 Senate Bill (SB) xl 2 (Stats. 2011, Ch. 1).
4 Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling (1) Adopting Renewable Net Short Calculation Method (2) Incorporating the 
Attached Methodology into the Record, and (3) Extended the Date for Filing Updates to 2012 Procurement Plans dated 
august 2, 2012.

3v.02/19/2014
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portfolio and evolving regulatory and market conditions. On March 20, 8DG&E 
submitted its final contingent shortlist to the Go i h sion and r m' t

2. Describe how “need” was determined for this solicitation. Comment 
specifically on whether, and to what extent, you considered other 
procurement options (e.g. UOG, solar PV program, feed-in tariffs, RAM, 
etc.), total energy portfolio needs, and other utility requirements to meet 
lOU’s overall need stated in its Procurement Plan.

At the time of SDG&i , , - P, " there w i r * previously shortlisted
> from the 2012 RPS RFO under negotiation, and all ongoing bi-lateral 

ations were terminated and the developers were asked to submit the 
s into the 2 ' ' rt'1 DG&E's20i rt " s'FO need calculation
ed the following:
Expiring projects wm i i 2 be
Projects under con i >' t but r
on I i ne as antici pater' I ough r
in the '‘nominal neecr case, but delivering a portion - based on the 
- sinned probability of success- in tb ■ pn <babi!ity-weighted need; and 
procurement front *l< rt h and Solar PV programs would come to

1.
2. i hi ould be approved and come 

s< rig 100% of the contracted energy

3.

3. Explain any assumptions made regarding expiring projects, projects 
under contract but not online, projects still shortlisted from previous 
solicitations, bilaterals under negotiation, and distributed generation 
programs (e.g. RAM, solar PV program, etc.).

fill

4. If size of shortlist is not equivalent to determined need, provide a 
detailed explanation of why it differs.

N/A

4v.02/19/2014
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II. Offer Evaluation and Selection Criteria
A. Description of Criteria

1. List and discuss how the quantitative and qualitative criteria were 
applied to evaluate and select offers. This section should include a full 
discussion of the following items, but it should not be a copy of the 
protocol:

a. Net Market Valuation
- energy
- resource adequacy / capacity
- integration costs
- congestion cost adders
- transmission cost adders

alue calculation.

sis to determine the 
it of delivery and

No relevant qualitative criteria were identified for this RFO.

5v.02/19/2014
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c. Portfolio fit

SDG&E’s '‘best fit” analysis was impac ' «/ I' * C ■"!;-nance targets
and portfolio content category limitations which inform SDG&E’s target category 
mix , th? o)'>i {Pock Settlem i i orient which restricts SDG&E's procurement 
of renewable energy credits from projects that are neither m ctiy connected nor 
dynamically scheduled to a California-based Balancing Area Authority, and 
SDG&E's Sunrise commitment which i - .1 >r - he procurement of projects that 
utilize the Sunrise Powerlink.

d. Credit and collateral requirements

e. Project Viability
SDG
Divi:
subr
bide
SDG
did
W! i i

f. Other qualitative criteria / preferences (e.g. seller 
concentration, supplier diversity, etc.)

by reviewing qualitative factors

ffi
ffi
ffi tome or minor- / - - i si - ties
ffi /

ffi ^wardship
ffi icts

5 The term “similar cost” is used to indicate expected indifference by the Commission as to the cost of one 
offer or another.

6v.02/19/2014
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factor

B. If a weighting system is used, please describe how each LCBF component 
is assigned a quantitative or qualitative weighting compared to other 
components. Discuss the rationale for the weightings.

A weighting system is not t - < <u G&E's LCBF methods.

C. Describe any qualitative factors used in your 2013 LCBF ranking and how 
they were used in the rankings and shortlisting

II - ;o limitative factors desert 
Projects with the lowest cm i n 
Qualitative factors are used to

d rice.

ts.

D. Discuss how the evaluation process differs, if at all, for operating and new 
projects, different expected portfolio content categories, and varying 
term lengths (e.g. incorporating costs of delivering energy from out-of
state facilities).

e

the

E. Evaluation of utility-owned, turnkey, buyouts, and utility-affiliate projects

1. Describe how utility-owned projects are evaluated against PPAs

The not solicit utility-owned projects.
2. Describe how turnkey projects are evaluated against PPAs

7v.02/19/2014
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The <■1 u T " T ' ’ <>, ■ not sol if v i i nkey pi - >i •<

3. Describe how buyout projects are evaluated against PPAs

The not solicit buyout projects.
4. Describe how utility-affiliate projects are evaluated against non-affiliate 
projects

F. Conformance and Confirmation of Bid Information
Describe process for determining bid conformance

- h incoming bids underwent tb In ial Conformance check. The following
checks were performed:

1.

(1129114) no later than

2. bnsure that; )! i - om - ■ i w rmation, as specifiec - »i- t " t :0 document,
was received;

Gvvn and;

; bid met required product categor / \ - -r ments, as specified

CPS:
31,

I
- wi "■ i ntingent shortlist of 500 GWh7

Category 1

6Note- SDG&E’s2013 RPS RFO GWh procurement needs for CP3 and2021 are dependent upon the performance of 
SDG&E’s RPS portfolio in 2013 and any contract negotiations with the shortlist Respondents from SDG&E’s 2012 
RPS RFO.
7 Projects will be shortlisted on a Tier 3 “stand-by” basis as discussed in Section 9 below.

8v.02/19/2014
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Category 3

a. Describe process, if any, for determining accuracy of information 
provided in bids

- ! < 'iicoming bids were reviewed for i •- mi j o -i r • -it, - i i .>/.

ill. Offer Evaluation and Selection Process

A. What is the process by which offers are received and evaluated, selected 
or rejected for shortlist inclusion, and further evaluated once on the 
shortlist?

1 Receive all bids prior 
Standard Time and orgt

11 /29/14) no later than Noon Pacific 
i folder taxonomy designed with the

IE.

Excel spreadsheet i 'lanzing key
to): respondent names, alternative type, 

>f facility, product type, offer amount

received with the IE.

4. Initial Conformance Check Assessment with the IE.

offer and populate th - II 1 INF mode!.

ars for additional information if necessary, 

with the IE.

i regular or as-needed basis on the RPS R velopment

B. What is the typical amount of time required for each part of the process?

9v.02/19/2014
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E. Were any offers rejected for non-conformance? If so, how many and what 
were the non-conforming characteristic(s)?

F. Describe involvement of the Independent Evaluator. 

In order to affirm ■

10v.02/19/2014
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G. Describe involvement of the Procurement Review Group

H. Discuss whether and how feedback on the solicitation process is requested 
from participants (both successful and unsuccessful) after the solicitation 
is complete.

Although SDG&E does not specifically request feedback regarding the 
solicitation process, bidders are welcome to, and typically do, provide feedback, 
by telephone or email. ,« f' ’ 1 ’ 1 box remains accessible to bidders

SDG&E responded to all questionsthe solicitation is closed.
y bidders.

IV. Final Shortlist
A. How was the size of the shortlist determined?

B. Describe what role price had in determining your proposed shortlist. 
Were offer prices examined relative to other offers or other procurement 
options? Was there a certain price point cut off? Was rate impact 
considered for individual offers or on a portfolio or shortlist level? What 
were the primary reasons for not shortlisting a project (e.g. price, online 
date, viability, environmental concerns, seller concentration, non
conforming, other)?

tp10
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C. Describe how project viability affected your shortlist results. Did LCBF 
rankings or your proposed shortlist change based on project viability 
and/or project viability scores?

D. Describe how other qualitative characteristics and/or certain project 
characteristics (e.g. online date, location, and project size) factored in to 
your shortlisting decisions).

E. Describe how offers’ locations affected your proposed shortlist. Was 
being located in or near certain areas (e.g. RETI CREZs) a factor in your 
decisions? Was being located in theTehachapi or Sunrise transmission 
areas a factor in your decisions? How were adders or costs incorporated 
to take into account a project’s location (e.g. firming/shaping costs, adder 
for Sunrise region, etc.)

other than the

F. Describe any policy issues or other strategies (e.g. seller concentration, 
technology diversity, operational flexibility, etc.) that affected your 
proposed shortlist.

technology diversity and operational flexibility did not

G. Describe how safety was considered in determining your proposed 
shortlist and if it affected the proposed shortlist

12v.02/19/2014
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(2). Solicitation Overview

IV. Shortlist Workpapers Narrative

1. Provide a brief narrative of the bids received in the most recent RFO
including, but not limited to, the items listed below. In the narrative, please 
keep comments focused on major trends identified in the RFO that impacted 
your decision-making process in determining the shortlist.

2. Please briefly describe the general trends that occurred from the 2012 (or most 
recent) to the 2013 solicitation. Include in the summary any of the items listed 
below. This list is not exhaustive but is to act only as a guide. What were 
some of the most telling trends that affected your procurement decisions for 
2013? Does the data indicate any major shifts in the market that may affect 
future procurement decisions?

13v.02/19/2014
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3. Please provide a flowchart that explains lOU’s LCBF and shortlisting process. 
Please describe all the critical steps on the flowchart utilized in the 
shortlisting process. Be very explicit in your explanation.

Collect Bid 
Information from 

Bid Forms

Reconciliation and 
Preliminary 

Conformance

Check with IE 
about Bid’s 
Uniformity

Extract Bid Data
Info

Issue Bid 
Statistics

Final Conformance 
Check

Send to
Transmission for 
Congestion Study

Add Transmission 
Cost (Phase II or 

equivalent Study)

IE Runs its 
separate 

Evaluation/IE 
monitors and 
documents 
observation 

throughout entire 
RFO Process for 

consistency, 
accuracy and 

fairness

Run Net-Market 
value for each bid 

to produce 
Preliminary Bid 

Ranking

Develop Shortlist 
with Congestion 

Cost

i
Evaluate and add 
Qualitative factors 
that might change 
Preliminary Bid 

Ranking

Present to PRG 
and file with the 

Commission
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4. Please answer the following questions related to managing the pricing risk of 
long lead-time projects that may be shortlisted.

a. What is the lOU’s strategy in hedging against price risk associated 
with long lead-time, long duration contracts?

Si i " wages the pricing risk of long lead-time projects by shortening the
rnaximnm hi tract term . i years.

b. What, if any, is the lOU’s strategy in hedging against project 
viability associated with far-term CODs?

El ; f , 11' f I '36 i \ 
viability associated with fan-

in

Fir

5. Describe any qualitative factors used to finalize your proposed shortlist. 
How were they used (e.g. tie-breaker, cut-off, exclusion measures, etc.) and 
how did the shortlist change?

No qualitative factors were,* applied to fht n d i s~0 contingent shortlist.

6. Describe Women, M inority, and service Disabled Veteran-owned Business 
Enterprises participation in solicitation. Provide as much information as 
possible regarding:

a. Outreach conducted to WM DBVE companies prior to and during 
this solicitation

re

ive factors, in the event of a tie between two O'
pendents state 1 f'E and ei bspondent’sf 
:S during project development.

b. Number of WM DBVE bidders ■
c. Number of WM DBVE shortlisted offers

15v.02/19/2014
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d. Number of new employees that have been or will be trained or 
hired by owner and/or operator and the number of women, 
minority, and/or disabled veterans that have been trained or hired 
by owner and/or operator

Co-verted to working with a range of suppliers and sets yearly procurement
goals for women-, mi <nty- (VVMBE) and serve ended, veteran-owned 
businesses (DVBE.r In 20 ,', jG&E executed three transaction lw E *i r
Adequacy (a CAIRO capacity product; with Diverse Business Ei r [ a i - >1

n ■ n 3bled fourteen new DDEs to transact for wholesale power. These 
i 11 i ,-able achievements nearly doubled the dollars spent on DBE energy 
in tlons with an increase from i - ' u bon in 2 w ■ - $14 when ir tn, ,

pi ,i chased 47.3 percent of its natural gas fn> - ' ' t upphen 
i m i Report & 201 l i i i i Plan can be found at:

http: / / w’wVv.sempra.corn / pdf/about/dbe.sdge.2013.2014..finaS.pdf;.

e. Supplier diversity spending for construction of facilities
the response to “d.” above.

f. Supplier diversity spending for operation and maintenance of 
facilities

to “d.” above.

g. Women, minority, and/or disabled veterans trained or hired by 
utility specifically for purposes of this solicitation

“d.” above.

16v.02/19/2014
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PA Consulting Group, Inc. (PA) has served as the Independent Evaluator (IE) of San Diego Gas &

California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC).

Template, 
iy Division.
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1 ( G " V'luffi-; v

1.1 High-Level Summary of Activities
f|)<|)iPA reviewed several drafts of SDG&E's RPS plan prior to its filing, and provided advice and 

commentary. In particular, SDG&E and PA discussed the evaluation criteria at length 

f|)<|)i PA participated in the pre-bidder conference on January 15, 2013. PA was provided all questions 
submitted by bidders and reviewed the answers to be provided by SDG&E

i|)(|)iThe bids received by SDG&E were transferred via e-mail to PA on the day bids were due. PA 
identified bids that did not conform to RFO requirements. PA interpreted all bids and conducted the 
LCBF evaluation

f|)<|)i PA reviewed the Project Viability Calculator scores computed by the offerors of 
with highest LCBF scores

submissions

f|)<|)i PA advised in favor of shortlisting , even in the absence of RPS need, because they were 
competitive on an energy basis - in other words, their energy benefits alone exceeded their 
levelized contract costs. .

1.2 High-Level Summary of Findings
(j)(|)iSDG&E in no way prevented PA from observing its process and analyzing its methods, and did not

interfere % . conduct of the LCBI.. evaluation

ij)<|)iThis solicitation was administered fairly. SDG&E did adequate bidder outreach. SDG&E’s
treatment of non-conforming bids was fair and reasonable. SDG&E did not accept buyout or turnkey 
bids in this Rl.O, £ detected no favoritism towards affiliate bids

ij)<|)iThe solicitation engendered a robust response considering the clear signal in the RFO that SDG&E 
was likely not to enter into any contracts. Even so, the response to SDG&E's RFOs has been 
declining through the last two solicitations. PA recommends that SDG&E formally seek feedback 
from all potential bidders who registered on PowerAdvocate for the 2013 RFO or who attended the 
pre-bid conference webinar, as to their reasons for bidding (or not bidding) and their opinion of 
SDG&E's conduct and evaluation of the RFO

([)([)iSDG&E's methodology was reasonable. Estimation of transmission upgrade costs was the most 
complex part of the bid evaluation process.

1-1
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2 PwR :f, Uq * f. !m,! \ owhUor
This chapter describes the history of the requirements for Independent Evaluators at the 
Federal level and in California. It includes a list of the IE's roles :> ru i /
iXt\ Cpc ;r. 4,':'“'Cy TfOC:- fn -V

2.1 The IE requirement
Regulatory requirements for an IE of resource procurement can be traced to the Federal Energy

h

determination).

4

ie
or
)Ut

evaluation process in order to provide a fairness opinion.

-12-048 did not require lEs for procurements in which there were no affiliate or ownership bids. 
But in its decision approving the utilities’ plans for 2008 Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
solicitations, the CPUC determined that Independent Evaluators would be required for these and “all 
future solicitations” (it is unclear whether this means only all future RPS solicitations).3 The role of the 
IE is still not to conduct or administer the solicitation but to “separately evaluate and report on the

California Public Utilities Commission, Decision (D.) 04-12-048, May 26, 2006, p. 13Sf and l.indings of ..'act 94-95 on pp, 219-
220,

2 D, 04-12-048, p, 135f and Ordering Paragraphs 26i and 28 on p. 245, This Decision explicitly referenced All-Source 
solicitations, but see D, 06-05-039 (note 3 infra).

2 California Public Utilities Commission, Decision (D.) 06-05-039, May 26, 2006, p, 46, Finding of ..act 20b on p, 78, Conclusion
of Law 3e(2) on p. 82 and Ordering Paragraph 8 on p. 88.

2-2
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IOU’s entire solicitation, evaluation and selection process,”4 The Decisions that approved the utility 
RPS solicitation plans for 2007 and 20086 did not further elaborate on the IE role but took the 
participation of an IE as a given.

D. 09-08-018, which approved the utility RPS solicitation plans for 2009, contained additional 
requirements related to the use of Project Viability Calculators and directed “that project-specific 
project viability information should be included in the confidential appendices to advice letters and 
validated by the IE in the confidential versions of IE reports,”6 The reference to the Project Viability 
Calculator has been incorporated by Energy Division in its template language for Section 7, which is 
only completed in the final IE report submitted with each contract Advice Letter.

In docket 11-05-005, the CPUC considered requiring the preliminary Independent Evaluator report, 
which reports on the bid evaluation, to be split into two parts.7 The second of the report dealing with 
bid materials would be submitted at the same time as the utility's RPS Procurement Plan. In its later 
Decision 12.11.018, the CPUC decided not to prescribe that modification. 8

> ^ ' , . le as Independent Evaluator
In April 2006, SDG&E retained PA to be the Independent Evaluator for an All-Source Request for 
Offers (All-Source RFO). SDG&E anticipated that there might be affiliate bids in that RFO, as in fact

of

)le

le

for the 2013-14 Renewables RFO.

emphasis has been on issues of fairness and equit eviews the reasonableness of 
SDG&E’s evaluation criteria and algorithms and spot-checks the calculations but does not enforce a

4 D. 08-05-039, p. 48.

5 California Public Utilities Commission, Decision (D.) 07-02-011, Feb. 15, 2007 and Decision (D.) 08-02-008, Feb, 15, 2008, 
The decisions actually only conditionally approved the plans but the conditions were not connected with the use of IBs,

6 California Public Utilities Commission, Decision (D.) 09-08-018, June 8, 2009, p. 24,

' "Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling Identifying Issues and Schedule of Review for 2012 Renewables Portfolio Standard 
Procurement Plans", May 5, 2012.

8 California Public Utilities Commission, Decision (D.) 12-11-018, November 14, 2012, p, 73,

9 The last two RFOs were released in December with bids due and evaluated in the following calendar year.

2-3
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i’s

0

ict

e

criteria. Note that iducted the LCBF evaluation for the 2013 RFO using its own independently 
developed spreadsheet model.

2.3 PA’s activ
PA and SDG&E began to discuss plans for the 2013 RFO in June, 2013. SDG&E provided PA several 
drafts of the RPS plan for review prior to its filing, and PA responded with advice and commentary. 
SDG&E and PA discussed the evaluation criteria at length. PA was provided extensive access to all 
the SDG&E staff involved in the evaluation of the Renewables RFO.

irticipafecl in the pre.bidder conference on January 15, 201 /as provided all questions
submitted by bidders either at the bidder conference or submitted electronically. PA and SDG&E 
discussed the questions and answers via email. PA got copies of SDG&E’s answers and they were 
posted on the website. The bids received by SDG&E were transferred via e-mail to PA on the day bids 
were due, i.e. on January 29, 2014.

shortlist was presented to the PRG.

SDG&E in no way prevented PA from observing its process and analyzing its methods, and did not 
interfere with PA’s conduct of the LCBF evaluation.

10 E.g., it would have been unfair for SDG&l.. to design an evaluation method that favored a category of bidders on whose behalf
SDG&E would have to make extensive rate-based transmission or distribution investments.

2-4
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It is PA’s

ifI
Jirjury

it for 
ated

i

I
sialt

3;
i

;
i

i

“Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Clarifying Interim Procedures for Complying with Decision 06-06-066”, August 22, 2006,
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3 Adequacy of outreach and robustness 

of solicitation
This chapter describes the information provided by the utility to potential bidders, and the
.,Aw, - -:cww ho ‘hht-oinoA- , ow woo worno? ho Ao- :Rr A

3.1 citation materials
PA reviewed oOG&E’s RFO and supporting forms, PA’s opinion was that the RFO was clear and 
supporting forms were generally well-designed and would elicit appropriate information.

SDG&E held one pre-bid conference and also posted on its website answers to questions submitted by 
bidders. Even so, not ail bidders entered data correctly and completely, but PA does not believe this 
was the fault of the forms.

California’

of

e
a st

ts
on the I...  site.

PA
s

l i

l andi

I nd
dual
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3.4 Feedback
SDG&E has not formally sought bidder feedback. Given the falloff in response shown in Figure 3-1, PA 
recommends that SDG&E formally seek feedback from all potential bidders who registered on 
PowerAdvocate for the 2013 RFO or who attended the pre-bid conference webinar, as to their reasons 
for bidding (or not bidding) and their opinion of SDG&E's conduct and evaluation of the RFO.

/"Jditiof as i .sues
PA has nothing else to add to this chapter.
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A Fairness of LCBF evaluation
methodology

This chapter describes SDG&E’s quantitative evaluation methodology and PA’s opinion of its
,tn;Vw.Twy

f r ;ipies used to evaluate methodology
PA has used the following principles to guide its evaluation. These principles were originally codified
by PA in its report on SDG&E’s 2008 RPS RFO:12

i|)<|)iThe evaluation should only be based on those criteria requested in the response form. There 
should be no consideration of any information that might indicate whether the bidder is an affiliate 

i|)<|)iThe methodology should identify how quantitative measures will be considered and be consistent 
with an overall metric

i|)<|)iThe approach should not be biased for or against specific technologies, solely based on the choice 
of technology (as opposed to, e.g., quantifiable differences between the value of peaking and 
baseload technologies)

i|)<|)iThe methodology does not have to be the one that the IE would independently have selected but it
needs to be “reasonable”.

These principles do not require the upfront identification of procurement targets, as those may depend 
on committed contract quantities and commitments may be made between release of the RFO and 
selection of the shortlist. They do not also specifically address “consistent” evaluation of bids of 
different sizes and timing becaus nsiders the fairness of such analysis to fall within the area of
reasonableness; and if is conceivable that a consistent evaluation may not be the most reasonable.

4.2 SDG&E’s LCBF method©!
In its decision accepting the 2012 RPS Procurement Plans, the CPUC ordered each utility to modify its 
LCBF methodology to reflect a "Net Market Value" based on Commission-specified standardized 
variables:

Net Market Value: R 
Adjusted Net Market Valw

Where:
R = Net Market Value 
A = Adjusted Net Market Value 

Value

12 Jacobs, Jonathan M,, Preliminary Report of the Independent Evaluator on the 2008 Request for Offers from Eligible 
Renewable Resources (Renewable RFO), PA Consulting Group, Los Angeles CA, January 16, 2007, p, 2-1.

4m
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C = Capacity Value
P.Post-Time-of-Deiivery Adjusted Power Purchase Agreement Price
T.Transmission Network Upgrade Costs
G = Congestion Costs 
I = Integration Costs 
S = Ancillary Services Value 13

rmed Renewables Procurement Plan, was 
ently for bundled renewable energy offers

;

Benefits) - (Levelized Contract

14:EC price measured in $/MWh 

sed by the CPUC and the terms in

SDG&E terminology S
Energy Benefit

Capacity Benefits

Post-Time-of-Delivery Adjusted

Power Purchase Agre

Levelized Contract Cost
Driir'Ct

Transmission Cost 

Congestion Cost 

N/A; the CPUC prohibited the use of non-zero integration costs15

N/A; this is part of Adjusted Net Market Value not Net Market Value, and
furthermore ancillary services generally represent reserve or regulation

services that intermittent or as-available generators cannot economically

Congestion Costs

integration Costs

Ancillary Services Value

f

13 California Public Utilities Commission, Decision (D.) 12-11-018, November 9, 2012, pp, 23f. and Ordering Paragraph 6,

14 San Diego Gas 8 Electric Company, 2013 Renewables Portfolio Standard Procurement Plan Compliance Filing, Appendix 7, 
filed December 4, 2013, in CPUC docket 12,11-05-005, p, 3.

15 California Public Utilities Commission, Decision (D.) 13-11-024, Nov, 20, 2013, pp, 28-28, Finding of ..'act17, Conclusions of
Law 9 and 20, and Ordering Paragraph 9,
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I
Benefit, which is also described,

PA’s opinion of the use of LCBF methodology is included in section 4.3.

t

i

I
i

1
(
value.

SDG&E defin factors to be used in converting stated contract prices to payments in different

3

The contribution of subperiod / in year y to the total energy benefit is TOD.'0 (jn^y. In that

formula, MPR is the Market Price Referent value in levelized $/MWh and vv. is the projected contract

deliveries in year y. This value is in nominal dollars.- it is the energy benefit of all the production in
subperiod i of year y, not on a unit basis. The formulas for Net Market Value uses levelized $/M¥¥b. 
The total energy benefit, in levelized $/M¥Vh, is

r.V /WKEG- TOI)i
y I /•!

(1) Energy Benefit =

4 a d f ‘r-‘-.V
-

a
;r*l /•!

where cf is the discount rate (7.79%).

This formula applies to power purchase agreement bids. C bid provides no energy and hence
has no energy benefit.

4-10
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same delivery 
js (i.'CDS), Bids
ipacity benefit

A) value as the 
value is an annual 
e value of capacity

i|)(|)iThe capacity value for resources in the SDG&E local area is labeled as the "capacity deferral cost". 
According to SDG&E, it was the value used to compute TOD factors in GRC phase 2. It is and 
annual figure provided by SDG&E for each year from 2014 on.

i|)(|)iThe 2014 capacity value for resources in the "Greater IV" area is the CAISO CPM cost. For future 
years it is subject to the same escalation as the capacity deferral cost.

ijxInThe 2014 capacity value for resources whose first point of interconnection is elsewhere in CAISO or 
in I ID (supplying only system RA) is the CPUC penalty cost of $40/kW, but for subsequent years it 
is subject to the same escalation as the capacity deferral cost.

t

3(

upplied by each bidder. To avoid bidder 
by technology. The caps are based on 

xisting resources as posted by CAISO.

3

i

the upgrade cost).

Network upgrades that are part of the CAISO transmission plan, as developed through the new 
Transmission Planning Proce 3), do not contribute to those upgrade costs; neither do non
reimbursed costs. Furthermore, network upgrades associated with a generator interconnected outside 
CAISO.- such as in IID.- would not be reimbursed by lOU ratepayers and therefore are assigned a

4-11
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»st to CA1SO utility ratepayers, not 
le social cost (which would include

3

m in

4,3 Strengths and weaknesses of SDG&E’s LCBF 

methodology
Overall, PA believes that SDG&E's methodology was reasonable. This judgment is within the context 
of the principles set forth in section 4.1. The LCBF model was computed directly from bidder response 
forms and took no notice of potential affiliation. It bears a rational, consistent relationship to cost and 
value, and was set out prior to any bids having been seen by SDG&E or PA. The 2013 LCBF was not 
biased for or against any technologies.

ill,

3s to meet its RPS 
iking of surplus

I

In its RPS Procurement Plan, SDGE stated:

"Based on SDG&E’s current probability-weighted RPS position forecast, it is possible that SDG&E will
not require additional procurement in CPS... The level of new purchases required for CPS will be a
function of portfolio performance and will be subject to the level of banking, if any, related to potential
excess procurement in CP2 into CPS... The RFO document submitted hereto as Appendix 8.A
contemplates purchases for 2021. SDG&E may undertake procurement for this period of time to 
ensure compliance subsequent to the end of CPS, with the understanding that any resulting excess 
can be either banked or sold bilaterally or through an RFO.

SDG&E stated in the R!.O that it sought a “Tier 3 contingent shortlist". Since it was expected that
renewable resources would be priced at a premium relative to conventional resources, their most 
important attribute would be their RPS compliance value and the key aspect of "portfolio fit" for SDG&E 
in 2013 was its low need. SDG&E's general approach was consistent with this.

,,18

16 San Diego Gas & ..Jectric Company, 2013 Renewables Portfolio Standard Procurement Plan Compliance Filing, filed
December 4, 2013, in CPUC docket R.11-05-005, p, 14.
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Both energy and capacity value were 
form the bid price The model did not 

iclude, such as debt equivalence or

's projections of total generation and 
J produce more viable bids, if the 
ptions. In order to do so, though, 
n developers. The short timeframe for 
jch an analysis would have to be 
g (but the shortlist would have to allow

Ranking Cost Reports, The 
eluded in the interconnection studies 
ssociated Reliability Network 
; costs.

part of the bid evaluation process as it
involved:

4>(|)i Interpretation and comparison of studies of different types and vintages, including "Reassessment 
Studies"

<t>(|>iComparison of estimated upgrade costs and earlier, less precise upgrade cost caps 

<t><|>i Validation of cost sharing and cotenancies
<t>(|>iSeparation of costs already reimbursed as part of earlier "phases" of a development 
<[>4)1 Impacts of changing the nature of the interconnected facility.

lifficulty of obtaining information fm i . ISO. One 
interconnection agreement that had been negotiatied 

this would require a restudy (no new study had been 
; from CAISO, We fried to contact the CAISO directly 
The CAISO did not respond until three weeks later, 

sved and shortlisted bidders had to provide their

iafc
by rs. SDG&E did not verify these scores.

highest in the LCBF 
7FD, bidders tend to

are:
. A
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4/! Future improvements
PA has noted several potential improvements to the LCBF evaluation.

1.
3

2.
3

r
revision.

3. SDG&E should better document the sources of its forecasts of energy and capacity value, and its 
cash flow discounting.
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4 {, Additional comment on the methodology
PA has nothing else to add to this chapter.
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5 Procedural fairness of the bid 

evaluation
This chapter addresses the application or administration of the methodology described in 
chapter 4.

i to determine fair > of process
A in its report on SDG&E’s 2006

5.1 Princ
As in the previous 
RPS RFO:17

3d principles ori< codifi

i|)(|)iWere affiliate bids treated the same as non-affiliate?
i|)(|)iWere bidder questions answered fairly and consistently and the answers made available to all?
(|)(|)iDid the utility ask for “clarifications” that provided the bidder an advantage over others?

i|)(|)iWas bids given equal credibility in the economic evaluation?
i|)(|)i\A/as the procurement target chosen so that SDG&E would have a reasonable chance of meeting its 

target (taking into account contract failures)?
i|)(|)i\A/as there a reasonable justification for any fixed parameters that enter into the methodology (e.g., 

RMR values; debt equivalence parameters)? 

ijMjnWere qualitative factors used only to distinguish among substantially equal bids?

? a ^(innsAation and bid pr
A complete description of PA’s activities is in section
evaluation process:

4>(|)i Affiliate and non-affiliate bids were treated identically. A Sempra affiliate bid but there was no 
evidence of disparate treatment and it was ranked below the shortlist

(jx|)iSDG&E did not ask for clarifications in such a way as to advantage any bidder
(j)(|)i All bids were given equal credibility in the quantitative (LCBF) evaluation with the exception of those 

bids that were deemed non-conforming
ij)<|)iThe “contingent need” target would give SDG labie chance of meeting its RPS target.

SDG&E shortlist sufficient capacity to meet that target and to access reasonably prices power if 
needed, although it did not require exclusivity from all those bidders

(j)<|)iPA reviewed with SDG&E the justification for any parameters that entered the computations
ij)<|)iVery little use was made of qualitative factors except for the elimination noted previously.

on PA’s review of the solicitation andoaacu

17 Jacobs, op, cit, p, 3-1.
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5.3 Conformance check
PA screened bids for conformance and advised SDG&E on the acceptance or rejection of individual 
bids. SDG&E and PA deemed (bids (over 
due to:

) to be non-conforming. Non-conformance was

f|)<|)iA net contract capacity of less than 20MW 

ij)(|)iAnnual average output above 250,000 GWh (see 5.8.1) 

ij)(|)iA Commercial Operation Date (COD) prior to January 2020 

f|)<|)iA proposed PPA term greater than 15 years

4>(|)iMissing or incomplete Pricing Forms / Project Description / Interconnection Documents / Model PPA 
/ Credit Application

f|)<|)iBids including only part of project capacity

ij)(|)iBids combining multiple projects (e.g., discontiguous site).

jr

3 , J< J ri niters and inputs ! , ' sis
The quantitative bid analysis was conducted by SDG&E and PA separately. In general PA used inputs 
taken directly from bidders' submittals. Certain key parameters were supplied by SDG&E independent 
of any bids, including the TOD multipliers, energy benefits, and capacity deferral cost. Parameters and 
inputs for the congestion analysis were determined by SDG&E’s transmission function independent of 
the procurement group.

' ' HM3te; * 4* < \( j’ dS for outsourced a SIS
PA conducted the quantitative LCBF analysis using its own spreadsheet model, developed based on

analysis.

Congestion impacts from the proposed point of delivery to SDG&E’s load aggregation point were 
determined by a study conducted by SDG&E’s transmission function.
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5.6 Transmission ysis*

For offers for new projects or projects proposing to increase the size of existing facilities, the model 
calculated costs for transmission network upgrades or additions, using the information provided in the 
interconnection studies bidders were required to provide. Projects outside of the California ISO were 
expected to have internalized the cost of transmission to the ISO, as well as the cost of required 
transmission upgrades outside the ISO, into their bid price. The transmission analysis is described in 
4.2.3 and 4.3.3 above.

' / mlditic measures
SDG&E did not use any special measures in evaluating affiliate, buyout and turnkey bids. SDG&E did 
not accept buyout or turnkey bids in this RFO. There were from SDG&E's affiliate,

PA detected no favoritism towards
either h had unfavorable Net Market Value scores and were not shortlisted.

id project 
n place.
3l, but that

, - Iditional criteria or analysis
The conformed RFO was filed on Dec. 4, 2013, and released on Dec. 16. Bids were due on Jan. 29, 
2014. After the RFO was filed and throughout the evaluation period, SDG&E's assessment of its RPS 
need shrank. Existing RPS projects reached commercial operation or key milestones, increasing the 
supply forecast, while the near-term load growth forecast was reduced. This reduced need was 
reflected in two key decisions.

This
:t

Wh
a

non-
conforming for exceeding 250 GWh/year.

18 San Diego Gas & blectric Company. 2013 Renewables Portfolio Standard Procurement Plan Compliance Filing, Appendix 6.A, 
filed December 4, 2013, in CPUC docket R.11-05-005, p, 18 including note 17.
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I

5.3 Results analysis
PA and SDG&E were in close and regular communication throughout the RFO process. In many

)
5F

was fairly administered.

5.10 Other relevant information
PA has nothing else to add to this chapter.
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6 Commission Approval of the . roposed
RPS Shortlist

Through the bid evaluation and selection process, PA believes that SDG&E selected the best 
offers submitted for SDG&E's 2012 RFO. The final selected bids provide a total of 
capacity and are priced below SDGE's estimate of the value of the energy they produce (energy 
benefits). The shortlist conforms c
CrCC ,J CTCf:; DlCf" r. ftACh r Vo i>u( CAP A i;;CPC -V"'!' fACC PC rCO-C- '/■, :p

='oi;A At cap Act.

of

/v;:: c i'a ,t =• a,:. c;y • Ka a j' a"'")a;a f-" c <;j";'rV c.y

6.1 Shortlisted projects ranking
Table 6-1 lists n offers identified by the LCBF evaluation as having negative NMV. Because NMV 
was computed as costs minus benefits, these are the offers that appear clearly cost-effective:
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goal.

^ ' r 'vvoct viability of shortlists * 'w/ frs
SDG&E did not attempt to verify the bidders' Project Viability scores and relied on PA's assessment.

>

I
I
I

f

(

6.3 CPUC approval of shortlisted t 3

Through the bid evaluation and selection process, PA believes that SDG&E selected appropriate offers 
from those submitted for SDG&E's 2013 RFO and therefore recommends the CPUC's approval of the 
shortlisted bids for contingent use.
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7 Fairness of the Project-Specific 

Negotiations
This section will only be completed in the final IE report submitted with each contract Advice Letter.
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8 Project-specific Recommendation
This section will only be completed in the final IE report submitted with each contract Advice Letter.
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